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There’s a low hum in the studio as the radio 
playing in the corner covers the miniscule 
amount of empty sound. Images of pirate 
ships, panthers and multi-colored faces hang 
from frames on the wall. Two artists exercise 
their craft onto a pair of subjects, willing to 
have their art drawn onto them for the rest of 
their lives. James Zehna, owner of Sailor Jim’s 
Electric Tattoo, sits in the corner working on a 
young man’s arm. His partner is at his own sta-
tion facing a more sizeable arm, gearing up for 
nearly six hours of listening to the buzz of the 
machine and ink being planted in the canvas 
before him.
The artist is Louisiana native Johannes Fran-
ciscus, and the arm belongs to Utah State 
starting forward Jalen Moore. 
“The hands (on the clock) are when I was 
born,” says Moore, as Franciscus readies his 
next canvas. Two banners are strewn alongside 
the face of the clock, depicting the birthdays 
of his mother and father. Along with the 
birthdays, Moore has tattoos for the two states 
his parents are from — Utah for his mother, 
and Mississippi for his father. 
Franciscus has been tattooing at Sailor Jim’s 
for two-and-a-half years, learning the style of 
American traditional tattoos under his mentor 
Zehna. He’s lived everywhere from Nashville 
to Dallas, even finding himself spending an 
extended amount of time in Hawaii. He’s 
worked with food in restaurants and on ranges 
as a farmhand. With vast experience in nu-
merous aspects and adventures in life, Francis-
cus feels tattooing is his calling. 
“It’s romantic,” says Franciscus. “I do take 
pride in the fact that I am learning, that that 
new tattoo or session I did does not look just 
like the last one, so it’s always evolving. It’s al-
ways changing, it’s always moving.” Franciscus 
spoke of the longevity of tattooing, and how 
has the art has changed, is changing and will 
change — “and therein lies the romance.”
Franciscus and Zehna make all of their own 
ink, build and tune their own machines, and 
are involved with as much of the process as 
they can be. It’s the American traditional way, 
and they don’t see themselves diverting from 
their customs.
Moore had heard about the work performed 
by both Franciscus and Zehna from friends 
around Logan, going in for his initial appoint-
ment around a year ago - it would be his first 
tattoo. Above a basketball on his wrist lies the 
acronym F.O.E. — Family Over Everything. 
In addition to F.O.E. and the clock, a portrait 
of an angel stretches from tricep to bicep.
Now nearly a year removed from his first tat-
too, Moore has his entire right arm covered in 
ink, but not in a Nick Young “strictly for buck-
ets” sort of way. Moore preferred to get them 
all on his shooting arm, as a way to showcase 
what means the most to him. 
Though some might view excessive ink in an 
unfavorable light, an estimated 30 percent of 
Americans have at least one tattoo. A butterfly 
on the ankle, the heart composed of a bass and 
treble clef, a heart with “MOM” running 
through it — whatever the design, tattoos are 
memories that everyone can see and memories 
that people want everyone to see.
For sophomore Norbert Janicek, a Slovakian 
transfer from Snow College, his only tattoo is 
a set of three arrows, with triangles dotting the 
background. 
“It’s about life,” Janicek says. “It means when 
life pulls you back and it gets bad, it’s going to 
be better soon. Everything’s going to be good.” 
Freshman forward Klay Stall, an Arizona na-
tive, has two: the phrase “Respect All, Fear 
None” on his left bicep, and a series of numer-
als on his right bicep — the birthday of his 
late grandmother. 
Some have the sleeve, featuring everything 
from the sport they love, to an angel following 
them everywhere, to the one thing over every-
thing — family. 
“It means a lot, to have my family on me,” say 
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PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Johannes Franciscus and Jalen Moore laugh together while Jalen is finishing his tattoo sleeve at Sailor Jim’s Electric Tattoo Parlor on Friday, Oct. 7.
By Sean Coghlan
SPORTS STAFF WRITER
PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Shane Rector displaying his tattoos in the Spectrum.
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Contact USU Police at 
435-797-1939
for non-emergencies.
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7
• USU Police was asked to shuttle 
a person who was having thoughts 
about hurting themselves to Logan 
Regional Hospital. The person was 
given a ride to the hospital for further 
observation and treatment. No other 
action needed.
• USU Police disposed of 32.1 lbs 
of drugs that had been left in the 
community drop box.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9
• USU Police responded to the 
Junction in four minutes for a report 
of a suspicious person asking to have 
a student pay for a meal. The subject 
was contacted and asked to stop.
MONDAY, APRIL 10
• USU Police responded to the Aggie 
Village Townhouses in four minutes 
for a domestic dispute between a 
husband and wife. The subjects talked 
with police and were able to work out 
some difficulties.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11
• USU Police received a report that 
someone stole a battery out of one of 
the vehicles that is for sale. According 
to staff. the battery was completely 
dead and needed to be replaced 
anyway.
• USU Police responded to Mountain 
View Tower in three minutes for a 
report of a suspicious odor. No odor 
was detected in the building.
• A prescription bottle was turned 
into the Police Department with some 
medication. USUPD tried to contact 
the owner to advise them that it was
located and to come pick it up at 
the USU police Department. A voice 
message was left on the owners 
phone.
WEDNSDAY, OCTOBER 12
• USU Police responded to the Aggie 
Blue Bike in two minutes where a 
student cut his hand. The student 
was taken to the Hospital by private 
vehicle.
• USU Police responded to a report of 
a vehicle driving on the sidewalk near 
the Geology Building.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13
• USU Police responded to the 
parking lot across from the Forage 
and Range Building on a report of an 
individual taking pictures of vehicles 
and attempting to get in them. Police 
searched the parking lot and other 
parking lots nearby, no individual was 
located. The person is unknown.
USU POLICE BLOTTER
GOP groups spend $10 million to protect 15 House seats 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two major politi-
cal groups that work to elect House Republi-
cans said Friday they’re pumping a fresh $10 
million into 15 congressional races — all of it 
to defend GOP-held seats.
The planned expenditures come as Republi-
cans have expressed concerns that GOP presi-
dential candidate Donald Trump’s faltering 
presidential campaign could hurt congressio-
nal candidates. While Republicans have long 
seemed unlikely to lose House control in next 
month’s elections, Democrats hopes have risen 
for big gains, perhaps even picking up the 30 
seats they’d need to capture the majority.
The money is being spent to protect Republi-
can-represented districts in Arizona, Califor-
nia, Colorado, Iowa, Michigan, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Utah and Virginia.
Some of the expenditures are not unexpected, 
protecting seats in suburbs around Philadel-
phia and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and Wash-
ington, D.C., plus districts with significant 
Hispanic populations in California. Those are 
the types of areas where many voters have 
shown hostility to Trump’s comments on 
women, minorities and others.
But there are some surprises, such as $700,000 
to help re-elect Rep. Martha McSally, R-Ariz. 
While her Tucson-area district is around one-
fourth Hispanic, Republicans have considered 
her a star of the outgoing Congress’ freshman 
class and the $6.1 million she’s reported rais-
ing is nearly seven times what her Democratic 
challenger has collected.
The groups are the American Action Net-
work and the Congressional Leadership Fund.
The president of both groups, Mike Shields, 
said Friday that with the GOP’s 247 House 
seats more than it’s held in more than eight 
decades, it was not surprising it would have to 
play defense. But he acknowledged that Trump 
was a factor.
“I don’t think that from the very beginning, 
we’ve ever hidden the fact that we knew that 
there was a challenging environment at the top 
of the ticket,” said Shields. “That hasn’t 
changed over the last week with current news 
stories.”
Several women have reported in recent days 
that Trump groped them or kissed them with-
out their consent. Trump has denied the alle-
gations.
Shields said Trump’s candidacy was one rea-
son why the groups “have raised so much 
money and been prepared for that environ-
ment, and you’re seeing us now deploy those 
resources.”
Shields’ groups have previously spent money 
on 14 other races, four of which are Demo-
cratic-held seats Republicans would like to 
capture.
In growing numbers of campaign ads, Demo-
crats have been linking local congressional 
candidates to Trump.
“In this cycle, we’ve got Donald Trump, the 
biggest tail wind we’ve ever had,” Rep. Steve 
Israel, D-N.Y., former head of House Demo-
crats’ campaign efforts, said in an interview 
this week.
Of the 435 House seats, only a few dozen are 
believed to actually be competitive this year. 
Most of those are held by GOP lawmakers, 
meaning they have more seats to defend.
Congressional districts are usually designed 
to protect each party’s incumbents. Sophisti-
cated software has made the drawing of those 
lines very effective.
By Alan Fram
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — Three members of 
a Kansas militia group were charged Friday 
with plotting to bomb an apartment complex 
that’s home to Somali immigrants in the west-
ern Kansas meatpacking town of Garden City, 
a thwarted attack prosecutors say was planned 
for the day after the November election.
The arrests were the culmination of an eight-
month FBI investigation that took agents 
“deep into a hidden culture of hatred and vio-
lence,” Acting U.S. Attorney Tom Beall said.
A complaint unsealed Friday charges Curtis 
Wayne Allen, 49; Patrick Eugene Stein, 47; 
and Gavin Wayne Wright, 49, with conspiring 
to use a weapon of mass destruction. Their first 
court appearance is Monday.
Prosecutors said the men don’t yet have attor-
neys. Publicly listed phone numbers for the 
men couldn’t immediately be found.
The men are members of a small militia group 
that calls itself “the Crusaders,” and whose 
members espouse sovereign citizen, anti-gov-
ernment, anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant 
extremist beliefs, according to the complaint.
The complaint alleges group members chose 
the target based on their hatred for Muslims, 
people of Somali descent and immigrants — 
and out of a desire to inspire other militia 
groups and “wake people up.”
The FBI began a domestic terrorism investi-
gation of the group in February, and a confi-
dential source attended its meetings in south-
western Kansas.
In a June meeting, Stein brought up the Or-
lando nightclub shooting, and proposed carry-
ing out a similar attack against Muslim refu-
gees in Garden City, according to the 
complaint.
They ultimately decided to target the apart-
ment complex because of the number of So-
malis who lived there and the fact that one of 
the apartments was used as a mosque. The 
complex houses about 120 Somali residents, 
Beall said.
The complaint said that Stein discussed the 
explosives used in the 1995 bombing of the 
federal building in Oklahoma City by Timo-
thy McVeigh.
The men, who were arrested in Liberal on 
Friday morning, performed surveillance of the 
apartment building and prepared a manifesto, 
Beall said.
In a profanity-laced conference call that law 
enforcement monitored, Stein said the only 
way “this country’s ever going to get turned 
around is it will be a bloodbath,” according to 
the complaint.
If convicted, the men could be sentenced to 
up to life in federal prison without parole.
Heidi Beirich, director of the Southern Pov-
erty Law Center’s Intelligence Project, called 
the details of the plot disturbing, saying it 
“should serve as a warning to those who traffic 
in the politics of fear and bigotry.”
Garden City is home to a Tyson Foods beef 
slaughterhouse that has drawn a diverse immi-
grant population to the area.
The Kansas Department of Health and Envi-
ronment says it has no statistics on how many 
Somali refugees live in Kansas. The agency’s 
website says about 350 refugees resettle in 
Kansas each year, and Somalis are among the 
biggest group.
Garden City Mayor Chris Law said in a 
statement that he was shocked by the planned 
attack, adding, “Today should also serve as a 
reminder that vigilance should be a common 
practice by all citizens.”
Friday’s arrests and charges prompted the 
Council on American-Islamic Relations to 
call on state and federal law enforcement 
agencies across the nation to increase protec-
tion for mosques and other Islamic institu-
tions. The group also cited reports of threats 
against a Michigan center and anti-Muslim 
graffiti at a New Jersey mosque.
“We ask our nation’s political leaders, and 
particularly political candidates, to reject the 
growing Islamophobia in our nation,” Nihad 
Awad, the group’s national executive director, 
said in a statement.
The case is the latest involving militia groups 
in the state. Earlier this year, a planned armed 
protest outside a Wichita mosque prompted 
the Islamic Society of Wichita to cancel an 
appearance by a speaker whom protesters be-
lieved supported terrorism.
The Justice Department’s National Security 
Division created a new position a year ago to 
help coordinate investigations into violent 
homegrown extremism, like the one that re-
sulted in the three arrests.
By Eric Tucker and Roxana Hegeman
ASSOCIATED PRESS
3 arrested in alleged bomb plot targeting Somalis in Kansas 
PHOTO BY Bo Rader/The Wichita Eagle via AP
FBI Special Agent in Charge Eric Jackson talks about the FBI’s roll in stopping a bomb plot. Acting U.S. Attorney Tom Beall (left) announced Friday a major federal investigation stopped a domestic terrorism plot 
by a militia group to detonate a bomb at a Garden City apartment complex where a number of Somalis live.Two Liberal men and a Dodge City resident were arrested and charged in federal court with domestic 
terrorism charges, Beall told reporters at a news conference in downtown Wichita.
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was taken to the Hospital by private 
vehicle.
• USU Police responded to a report of 
a vehicle driving on the sidewalk near 
the Geology Building.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13
• USU Police responded to the 
parking lot across from the Forage 
and Range Building on a report of an 
individual taking pictures of vehicles 
and attempting to get in them. Police 
searched the parking lot and other 
parking lots nearby, no individual was 
located. The person is unknown.
GOP groups spend $10 million to protect 15 House seats 
Shields’ groups have previously spent money 
on 14 other races, four of which are Demo-
cratic-held seats Republicans would like to 
capture.
In growing numbers of campaign ads, Demo-
crats have been linking local congressional 
candidates to Trump.
“In this cycle, we’ve got Donald Trump, the 
biggest tail wind we’ve ever had,” Rep. Steve 
Israel, D-N.Y., former head of House Demo-
crats’ campaign efforts, said in an interview 
this week.
Of the 435 House seats, only a few dozen are 
believed to actually be competitive this year. 
Most of those are held by GOP lawmakers, 
meaning they have more seats to defend.
Congressional districts are usually designed 
to protect each party’s incumbents. Sophisti-
cated software has made the drawing of those 
lines very effective.
 
Utah State University president Stan Albrecht 
revealed details about a comprehensive sexual 
violence prevention plan to unite campus an-
ti-violence initiatives Friday in a campus-wide 
email memo. 
 Albrecht identified a new system of working 
groups monitored by a Sexual Violence Task 
Force administered by executive vice presi-
dent and provost Noelle Cockett. Cockett’s 
task force will be responsible for implement-
ing and enforcing a strategic plan to address 
sexual violence prevention among the campus 
community. 
 The Sexual Violence Task Force will adminis-
ter working groups aimed at addressing indi-
vidual issues with respect to sexual violence 
prevention. 
 These include the Prevention, Education and 
Training Working Group dedicated to helping 
develop and implement prevention efforts, 
which will include bystander training. Another 
group, the Policy and Process Working Group, 
will address investigating complaints and 
updating university policy on the way they 
are handled. The Campus Climate and Survey 
Working Group will help monitor campus 
attitudes toward and knowledge about sexual 
assault-related issues. A committee called 
the Implementation and Coordinating 
Committee was created to be 
responsible for “day-to-day 
implementation of Title 
IX policies.” 
 Albrecht said the 
Sexual Violence 
Task Force and 
the working 
groups it 
monitors will 
be composed 
of “subject-mat-
ter experts” as 
well as a “diverse 
mix of individual 
representatives” from 
across campus. 
 Albrecht also highlighted 
recent steps the university has 
taken toward addressing the issue of sexual 
violence among the campus community. These 
include an online reporting database, chang-
es to housing and faculty training and the 
“Consent Is…” advertising campaign featured 
across campus.
 The university also recently brought in pro-
fessional speaker Elaine Pasqua to discuss sex-
ual assault and consent with students 
and student athletes. 
 At a seminar held 
Wednesday, Pasqua 
addressed students 
to help clarify 
the definitions 
of sexual 
assault and 
consent.  
 “My goal 
throughout 
any program 
is to enhance 
people’s futures 
and legacy and 
not to have one 
night or one inconse-
quential decision change 
things for them,” Pasqua said. 
 An agreement regarding ways to improve 
communication and information exchange 
between the university and local law enforce-
ment was also mentioned as being in the 
works. 
 “This is an incredibly comprehensive ap-
proach to addressing sexual assault and inter-
personal violence issues on our campus,” said 
Jenny Erazo, who coordinates the university’s 
Sexual Assault and Anti-Violence Information 
center, or SAAVI. 
 Erazo said she thinks the addition of work 
groups and committees will help make vio-
lence prevention a more collaborative effort 
and unify different departments on campus in 
their efforts to implement Albrecht’s initiative. 
 Though these plans are being implemented 
toward the end of Albrecht’s tenure as pres-
ident, executive director of university public 
relations Tim Vitale said he thought a new 
president would find the issue just as import-
ant as Albrecht.  
 “This is a critically important issue,” Vitale 
said.
—ac.roberts95@gmail.com
 @alyssarbrts
Platform
Education: Weinholtz promotes trade schools 
as a way for people to receive higher educa-
tion. He has said that tuition for higher educa-
tion is too high and plans to bringing it down 
by increasing taxes for the top 1.5 percent of 
wage earners in Utah.
“We need to do something big and bold to 
make sure that our children get the education 
that they deserve.” — Weinholtz, September 
2016
Jobs: Weinholtz has said that he plans to in-
crease Utah’s production of renewable energy 
in order to create more jobs. In addition, he 
hopes to increase minimum wage.
“We’ve got enough minimum wage jobs and 
$10-an-hour jobs. We need careers that can 
support families.” — Weinholtz, September 
2016
Use of Public Lands: Weinholtz has stated 
that he believes in the protection of public 
lands and that federal government should 
have no control over Utah’s lands.
“As your governor, I will protect our heritage 
and our public lands, and I won’t allow them 
to be sold off.” — Weinholtz, September 2016
Water Rights: Weinholtz has said that he 
plans to allow water districts to implement 
penalties for improper water use and abuse. 
He has said that he is against the Lake Powell 
Pipeline, and the Bear River Project.
“The Lake Powell Pipeline is unnecessary, 
unwanted and fiscally irresponsible.” — Wein-
holtz, September 2016
Air Quality: Weinholtz has said he plans to 
increase the amount of clean energy in Utah in 
order to increase air quality. He has also prom-
ised to replace broken government vehicles 
electric one.
“As governor, I will give the Division of Air 
Quality the tools they need, work with indus-
tries to find mutually beneficial solutions, and 
reduce personal and vehicle emissions.” 
-Weinholtz, October 2016
Health Care: Weinholtz supports Medic-
aid and plans to expand it to cover those 
with lower incomes. Though he has yet 
to release specifics, Weinholtz also hopes 
to provide more healthcare options for 
people across Utah.
“There are 120,000 of our family members 
and neighbors who are suffering, and the 
legislature sits in an ivory tower and 
says, ‘Okay we’ll cover you 9,000, 
but you 111,000, you have to 
continue to suffer.’ That is a 
moral outrage.” — Weinholtz, 
September 2016
Mike Weinholtz: Democratic Candidate
Bio
Mike Weinholtz was born in Buffalo, New York. He is married to Donna Weinholtz. Mike Weinholtz received a Bachelor of Arts in business administration from Eckerd College, St. Petersburg, 
Florida. He is the co-founder of CHG Healthcare Services. 
Platform
Education: Gary Herbert has released a bud-
get plan that would grant over $232.5 million 
to higher education institutions. The money 
would go to fund new buildings, scholarships, 
new programs and an increase in pay to facul-
ty and staff.
“Education has been my number one budget 
priority.” — Herbert, September 2016
Jobs: Gary Herbert has said that he believes 
it is the private sector who should create jobs, 
not the government.
“I believe the market will make the determina-
tions of the winners and the losers.” — Gary 
Herbert, September 2016
Use of Public Lands: Herbert plans to protect 
Utah’s natural beauty while still developing its 
natural resources.
“The protection and development of public 
lands does not have to be an either-or deci-
sion.” — Herbert, October 2016
Water Rights: Herbert plans to increase fund-
ing to create a sufficient, safe, and reliable 
water supply to meet the appropriate needs 
of a growing population. This proposed water 
supply is also expected to balance residential, 
economic, recreation, agricultural, and envi-
ronmental uses.
“Water is the lifeblood of Utah.” — Herbert, 
September 2016
Air Quality: Herbert said he plans to continue 
to provide funding for the science of pollution 
formation in Utah and atmospheric chemistry. 
In addition, Herbert plans to continue funding 
ways to educate the population on how to in-
crease the quality of air and how they can stay 
safe when the air quality drops.
“We’re not where we need to be, but we’ve 
done a lot to get to where we’re at today.” — 
Herbert, September 2016
Health Care: Gary Herbert has repeatedly 
stated that he is against the Affordable Care 
Act and believes that state government 
should be put in charge of cre-
ating healthcare for its 
citizens.
“We need to have 
states with flexibility. 
The Affordable Care 
Act did not give us 
the flexibility we 
needed.” — Her-
bert, September 
2016
Gary Herbert: Republican Candidate
Bio
Gary Herbert was born May 7, 1947 in American Fork, Utah. He is married to Jeanette Herbert and received his education from Brigham Young University. 
He has served as governor of Utah since 2009. 
By Alyssa Roberts
STAFF WRITER
Not sure who to vote for in the Nov. 8 local elections? Here are the candidates for Utah’s governor and some of their 
core beliefs. Bios compiled by Shanie Howard, news senior writer.
USU implements sexual assault prevention task force
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In the right circumstances:
S T U D E N T  L I F E
I JUST SWIPED RIGHT... NOW WHAT?
If I’m paying thousands of dollars in tuition, the least they can do is give me 2 
ply. #aggiestrife
  @jaycie_lynne
It’s now 8:10, and the computer lab still isn’t open. I should get a dollar off 
tuition for every minute I sit here.... #aggiestrife
@winnie4ed
Why is Jordan a tad upset pt. 3: 
Not enough people are talking about Hillary’s outfit at the debate. Her pantsuit 
was so fabulous .
I went to look up Evan Mcmullin’s policies, saw that he was born in Provo, and 
immediately gave up on him.
@JordanFloyd17
@EthanTew
By Katherine Taylor
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER
Humans of USU Special: Mr. & Miss USU
 “My favorite part is representing diversity. I know that might sound cheesy, but I love and respect 
diversity in any way, shape or form. And for me, sharing that message of respect was a big moment 
for me. It was a challenge, because I always thought, ‘Oh, Miss USU. She probably has to be Ameri-
can,’ and I’m not! But my friends said I should do it. They said, ‘You won Miss International! Why 
not Miss USU?’ Feeling the support from not just international students, but domestic students, the 
LIFE group, access and diversity groups and even the locals, I thought, ‘I can do this. I can potential-
ly do something and make some changes in the school.’
I had people from 15 different countries on my team, dancing to my choreography or helping me 
with costume changes. 
When you run, you have to have an initiative, and mine was to break down the stereotypes of in-
ternationals and locals that we have. And I know it won’t happen right now, but I think with the 
diversity cabinet working on it, Miss USU being Miss Diversity, and the international student council 
— we will make changes here. 
I’m from the Dominican Republic, but not everything I identify with is from there. Sometimes we 
look at diversity as where we come from and it’s way more than that. For example, you and I are so 
different in so many ways, but the fact that I respect those differences and you do with me is just an 
amazing feeling that I want people to feel.”
“I didn’t think I was going to win. I was like, I’m doing this talent, but I had no idea what anyone 
else’s was. They were very secretive. I danced to ‘Single Ladies’ in heels. I was super nervous the 
entire time I was backstage. I told myself, ‘Just remember the steps and sing along to the song, and 
if you mess up, just have fun with it.’ It was a lot of fun. I was like ‘Wow, I can’t believe I did that.’ 
My goal has been to make Mr. USU more involved around campus, just because it seems like Miss 
USU does all the hard work, while Mr. USU just has the title. There’s been many Mr. USUs in the past 
who helped make things happen with their titles. 
I think campus involvement in general is important, because that’s where you really find yourself 
and realize what you want to do. If there’s any way I can help promote that, I think it’s super import-
ant. So you’re a celebrity for a little while, and any way you can use that to help is amazing.
I would tell someone who is considering doing Mr. USU to just do it. Someone told me that life 
begins at the end of your comfort zone. If you just stay in the safe perimeter that you have, things 
will stay very predictable. It’s the moment that you get out of your comfort zone that you really ex-
perience life. You just have to get out there and have enough confidence in yourself and in your 
friends and family supporting you. Whether you win or lose or if you’ve made a complete fool of 
yourself, at least you know that you’ve tried and that you had people who supported you the whole 
way.”
PHOTO BY Katherine Taylor
Ali Mahamat is the 2016-2017 Mr. USU
PHOTO BY Katherine Taylor
Francia  Gil is the 2016 - 2017 Ms. USU
By Kortni Wells 
STUDENT LIFE WRITER
The little ding caused my heart to skip a beat. I 
tried throwing my iPod across the room, hoping 
to escape the sound. What makes this sound so 
scary? Am I in the middle of a zombie apoca-
lypse trying to stay alive? 
Nope, I have a profile on Tinder, and that ding-
ing sound is the sound of someone clicking the 
little heart button that says, “Hey, I think you’re 
cute. Let’s talk.” 
Tinder, otherwise known as the college 
“dating app” allows you to browse through 
potential mates’ profiles, set to your age 
and sexual orientation preferences. With 
a variety of button options, you can ei-
ther go back to, like, super like or say 
no to each person’s profile. 
I was actually pretty skeptical of this 
experiment, but decided to give it a try, 
because why not. With the subject of dat-
ing as my beat here at the Statesman, I fig-
ured it was time to immerse myself in college 
culture, and ... dating (cue scary music). Within 
the first day, I had oh, maybe five matches. I was 
kind of busy, and didn’t have much time to 
“scroll” through a bunch of profiles looking for 
someone I might actually like. 
By the second day, I had over twenty matches, 
and out of those twenty, only about eight had 
messaged me. That night, I also had a date set 
for the next day. I had slight anxiety over the 
whole thing. I hav- en’t dated in quite a 
while. I’ve had some experiences that 
have hindered my dat- ing experi-
ence, and I could bare- ly think 
that I would be going on a 
date with someone I 
barely knew so 
s o o n 
a f t e r 
meet ing him. Luckily I 
calmed down a little bit after we started texting. 
He was a really friendly guy, which made meet-
ing up with him for the date a lot easier than I 
had originally thought it would be. 
We enjoyed a lovely early evening dinner, and 
seemed to have quite a bit more in common 
than I thought. My journal entry that night read, 
“Went on a nice date with a really fun guy. 
_________ (insert name here) was really friend-
ly, and made it clear that he wanted to be friends 
with me, and maybe go on a second date with 
me if I felt that would be appropriate. Conversa-
tion flowed really well, we brought up our fami-
lies, and where we fit, and why we chose to 
come to Utah State. We even made a common 
connection of my best friend, who is currently 
serving in the same mission that he (my date) 
served in. We also discovered we are in one of 
the same classes, and decided to make a 
study group for our tests. What a great 
date. Smiles all around.” 
But seriously though. That date was 
probably one of the best dates I have had 
in a while, considering it was my second 
one in three months. The next couple days 
were rather uneventful in the world of Tin-
der. I guess guys actually 
are “going on adventures,” 
— which is a common interest 
stated in their profiles — in-
stead of just posting, looking for 
a girl to go on an adventure 
with and not actually taking ini-
tiative for that adventure to 
happen.  
I matched with another person 
who made the connection with 
me from his mission, because he 
served in the same area my rel-
atives live in. We talked for a while, and our con-
versation seemed to be going well. This hap-
pened around the same time I made four other 
matches. 
After the initial hellos, my ipod had a silent lull 
to it for a good two days. I see several messages 
pop up, with several different names, day after 
day. Most are the same guys that messaged me 
the day before, and the day before that, and the 
day before that. I’ve still only gone on one date, 
after a week and five days. There hardly seems 
to be any implication at all that anything will 
progress any further than simply messaging. 
And I’m actually kind of okay with that.
 This leads me to wonder. Why is it that people 
choose to have Tinder, when nothing ever really 
happens? 
— kortni.marie.wells@aggiemail.usu.edu
tinder
The adventures of a Tinder user
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Grayson was the first to get tattooed. “Just 
something I wanted to get for them.” 
Covered arms, legs, hands, necks, and faces 
— Fanciscus has seen all of these and more. 
From the Avett Brothers song, “The Ballad of 
Love and Hate,” to a pair of electrical switch-
es on each temple, to a set of anchors on the 
forehead, “to keep the hairline from creeping 
up too much,” Franciscus says. 
Shane Rector, Utah State’s senior point 
guard from Bronx, New York earns the top 
spot on the team for the most tattooed. His 
first was when he was still a teenager, a ban-
ner across his chest saying “Blood and sweat, 
but never tears.” His favorite rests on his 
right forearm, a portrait of the Statue of Lib-
erty whose face has been replaced by that of 
Marilyn Monroe. 
“It just reminds me of home,” says Rector. 
Further up his arm is his second favorite, a 
crowned basketball with the phrase “Love 
this game.” Rector says he’s taking his time 
before he gets his next tattoo, and that he has 
plenty for now.
Franciscus continues his work on people, 
welcoming familiar faces as well as new cli-
ents. The artist says he will stop by when his 
hometown University of New Orleans comes 
to Logan. 
“I’d love to go when UNO comes,” he says. 
“I don’t have any gear, so I guess I’ll just wear 
Saints stuff.” 
For those who love the ancient art of tattoo-
ing, ink acts as a bridge connecting people in 
Louisiana with people from Logan, UT. But 
Franciscus says there are two things to keep 
in mind.
“They are not for everyone, and that is per-
fectly fine,” says Franciscus. “And two, there 
is a tattoo out there for you, and a tattooer for 
you. Do your homework, what does and does 
not work. Take a second, see why you like it 
and compare it with others. Make sure it is 
for you.”
— sdcoghlan@yahoo.com
PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Johannes Franciscus finishes Jalen Moore’s tattoo sleeve at Sailor Jim’s Electric Tattoo Parlor on Friday, Oct. 7. 
Could a college team really 
beat the NFL’s worst?
Let’s be honest, there is a talent differ-
ence between the NFL and the NCAA. But 
talent does not necessarily equate to an 
automatic win. The talent at certain posi-
tions like QB factors heavily as well as the 
coaching. Hypothetically, if you’re pitting 
the 0-16 Lions against one of the best Ala-
bama teams of the last few years, you have 
to factor in how much better of a coach 
Nick Saban is compared to Rod Marinelli. 
Talent matters, yes. But it means very little 
if coaching errors, terrible scheming and 
bad play-calling don’t give players a chance 
to showcase talent. 
You also have to factor in the playmakers 
for the teams. In that scenario, the Lions 
are relying on Dan Orlovsky and Kevin 
Smith to make plays. The 2009 Alabama 
team, for example, would have Mark In-
gram, Julio Jones and Mark Barron. The 
talent level at skill positions is similar but 
the coaching edge heavily favors Alabama. 
If the game is also played in Tuscaloosa, 
how difficult is it to see Alabama winning 
several games out of every hypothetical 
ten? I’ve learned to never rely on Detroit, 
and never bet against Nick Saban. I 
wouldn’t do either here.
— Daniel Hansen
It is absolutely insane to believe that a 
college team could beat an NFL team, and 
the game wouldn’t even be close. I’m 
talking about a 30+ point victory for the 
NFL team on any given day. Even the very 
best, most stacked college football teams 
usually have around 8-10 guys who actual-
ly make the final 53 man roster of an NFL 
team, and only a few of those are put into 
starting roles where they actually contrib-
ute. The worst NFL team is still made of up 
53 players who were some of the top play-
ers in all of college football. 
Beyond that, a professional team is built 
up of players who have years of additional 
playing experience under their belts, and 
that playing experience is against the most 
elite competition in the world. Time and 
time again, rookies who are adjusting to 
NFL play have talked about how enormous 
the gap in talent, size, and speed is from 
playing in college. If the best college team 
played the worst NFL team 10 teams, the 
NFL team would win every one of them by 
30 points or more.
— Jaden Johnson
In the right circumstances: Absolutely not:
“TATTOO” FROM PAGE 1
PHOTO BY Wade Payne/AP Photo
Alabama running back Damien Harris (34) runs for yardage as he’s defended by Tennessee defensive back Emmanuel Moseley (12) during 
the first half of an NCAA college football game Saturday, Oct. 15, 2016, in Knoxville, Tenn.
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PRIMETIME MADNESS
PHOTOS BY Megan Nielsen
Aggie fans got their first look at the 2016 USU men’s and women’s basketball teams during the Primetime Madness showcase event Friday evening.
PRIMETIME MADNESS
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L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R :
I predict there will be a lot of dismayed 
voters and students here in Cache County on 
November 8th. Not necessarily because their 
favorite candidate lost, but rather because they 
couldn’t vote at all.
Twenty out of twenty-nine counties in Utah 
are doing only vote-by-mail elections this year. 
This means there will be no polling places on 
election day in these counties. Cache County is 
one of them.
This is particularly disturbing because it 
means that you must have a correct mailing 
address on file to receive your ballot. 84% of 
USU students live away from home (according 
to www.usu.edu), probably at a mailing address 
that they might not have updated because it is 
temporary housing. They will not receive their 
ballots unless they update their address at the 
driver’s license division (or online) and 
re-register to vote with their new address by 
the deadline, November 1st. Let’s be honest 
– many students (myself included) tend to 
procrastinate. But after November 1st, it will be 
too late. And since ballots are being mailed out 
earlier (on October 18th), waiting until the last 
moment to register is probably a bad idea.
The mail system favors the established 
residents – those who live at a permanent 
address – and makes it less likely that students 
will vote. The County Clerk’s office told me that 
they get a higher voter turnout using mail. That 
may be true, but I would be lying if it hadn’t 
crossed my mind that perhaps suppressing the 
millennial vote (which tends to be less Republi-
can) was partly the intention.
If I am wrong, Cache County, then please say 
so. Tell me how you are ensuring that this 
election system won’t unintentionally (or 
intentionally) suppress student voices. But if 
I’m right – which I hope not – then students 
need to act now to make sure they aren’t 
denied the right to vote.
— Joshua Hortin is an environmental 
engineering grad student from West Haven, Utah. 
He loves writing and ruminating on anxiety. 
One of the biggest reason I became a diehard 
Aggie is because I realized that this university 
not only supported diversity but they encourage 
it. Just last week we had the Roots of Brazil: cel-
ebrating a country abroad seminar and Logan's 
first annual "Cache in on pride", showing love to 
the LGBT+ community. I find it very important 
to understand our differences and similarities. 
The fact is, college is an institution of learning 
that helps us all become so much more than we 
are. By recognizing diversity, our perspectives 
widen and our conversations move to higher el-
evations. 
That being said, here at Utah State University 
we need to start having conversations on more 
inclusive meal options on campus. (You didn't 
see that one coming did you? It'll all make sense 
in the end.) During my freshmen year I became 
vegetarian, this was one of the most powerful 
lifestyle choices I had ever made. Whenever I 
tell people that "I go meatless" they always re-
spond with the same handful of questions: “Why 
would you do that?” “How long have you been 
vegetarian?” “What do you miss the most?” and 
so on. The one that comes up most often is, "Is it 
every really hard to be meatless?" I always try 
and lighten the mood with a bit of a chuckle 
(even though the answer is heck yes!) followed 
by a comment like "Well, eating a good meal on 
campus can be hard sometimes..." And it’s true. 
Most people don't expect that so they usually 
have a dumbfounded expression when stating 
"Oh yeah, I would have never thought of that. 
That sucks dude!" Which it does but nothing is 
set in stone and changes can be made.
 My best friend is Muslim, so she doesn't con-
sume pork. This is a really different situation. I 
don't eat meat due to moral reasons, but when it 
comes to religion this is a whole other ballpark, 
especially in a state that so strongly supports re-
ligion. Image your faith being tested at the Mar-
ketplace or Luke's Cafe by a sandwich or soup. 
That's simply not fair. She isn't trying to put her 
religion onto others. Simply looking for a bite to 
eat before class like the rest of us college stu-
dents.
 So many vegetarian, vegan, Muslim, and or-
thodox Jewish Aggies just opt out of campus 
food and pack food from home instead because 
meat is in everything. The most heart-wrench-
ing experiences (plural because this happens 
often) I've had on campus is when we have to 
throw away a meal because of "peek-a-boo ba-
con" even though the boy behind the counter 
confirmed that your meal was meatless. Or 
when we are charged extra for substituting meat 
with vegetables. 
Now don't feel like a jerk if this is the first time 
you are thinking about these issues. At times, it 
can be difficult to see problems when they are 
not directly impacting your life but this is a real-
ly important skill to have, especially in a country 
so diverse. Recognize the problem and be part of 
the solution. This is how you recognize diversity. 
This is how we become a more inclusive Aggie 
Nation. Some action forward steps are, stating 
the ingredients on menus, offering free substi-
tutes, and creating meatless menu options. So 
let's do it Utah State, the time is now. 
— Nahomi Jimenez is studying global communi-
cations and environmental studies. She is a mem-
ber of Theta Nu Xi multicultural sorority.   
So. Twitter. 
More specifically, girls on Twitter. Let’s talk. 
I find myself super puzzled by this whole, 
“I’m so insecure” act. Like, you can’t tweet that 
you’re insecure when your handle is 
@Sexy(InsertNameHere) or @Queen(Your-
Name). I’m just not buying it.
I’m not saying that it’s wrong, either. I just 
think it’s interesting. It’s definitely not news 
that women and girls are insecure. I think the 
general trend in society would indicate that 
they definitely are, and have become mostly 
pretty open about that fact. But it says so 
much about our culture that a woman can’t be 
confident in herself. We’re told to embrace our 
flaws, to be open about our insecurities — and 
to keep the things we’re confident about to 
ourselves. 
While I’m just as inclined as the next person 
to admit that I’m generally not into the idea of 
modeling our cultural mandates on self-confi-
dence after the Kardashians, that idea in itself 
says so much about how our society dictates 
women’s behavior. You’re not allowed to be 
confident in your looks (unless you’re Kim Kar-
dashian).
Regular (as in, not “celebrity”) girls face 
such a different kind of all-encompassing 
social pressure. We have this laundry list of 
qualities we’re supposed to cultivate that 
could’ve been penned by Goldilocks herself. 
Smart, but not too smart. Pretty, but not too 
pretty. Confident, but not conceited. Wear 
makeup, but not too much (unless you’re Kim 
Kardashian). Work out, but don’t let your traps 
get bigger than your boyfriend’s (or any of his 
roommates’). Speak your mind, but not too 
loudly. 
By ALYSSA ROBERTS
STAFF WRITER 
— Alyssa Roberts is a news reporter for the 
Statesman, who enjoys (probably much too 
frequently) indulging her morbid fascination 
with Facebook political debates.  
          @alyssarbrts 
Three weeks until basketball season was the 
front page headline of the Statesman this week.
Unfortunately, this sort of attitude is all too 
prevalent in our fan base here at Utah State.
Being, as so many fans say, a basketball school 
is not a good thing. Football is the money maker 
in college sports. If you ask any honest athletic 
director he or she would tell you they would 
rather have a good football team than a good 
basketball team. Here at Utah State we happen 
to have neither.
If the argument is that our football team is bad 
than so is our basketball team. Since joining the 
mountain west the football program has far out-
paced basketball.  Football has contended for 
Mountain West titles while basketball has not 
really been close, finishing in eighth place last 
season.
Before the Mountain West days our basketball 
team saw a little more success but were not has 
good as everybody thinks. We were playing infe-
rior opponents both in conference and out. We 
would get a bunch of wins under our belt, im-
press the casual student fan who went to the 
games, then lose big in the NCAA tournament if 
we were lucky. 
We need to give our football team a break. 
They are playing good opponents week in and 
week out. We still have a good chance of making 
a bowl game. Our schedule is front-loaded and 
there are still many beatable opponents coming 
up. That is far more than we could have said a 
few years ago when we were truly a basketball 
school. If you ask me I don’t want to go back to 
that pre-Gary Anderson, pre-Matt Wells world.
— Bo Lamb is study vcsing political science. 
@Twitterbabes: Why so insecure?
It’s no wonder women who felt confident 
enough to make their Twitter handle
@Whoever_IsABabe still feel the need to 
consistently put themselves down. It’s like in 
creating that handle, they were automatically 
bound by some unspoken social doctrine 
dictating they periodically tweet about how 
insecure they are, just to restore balance to the 
Twittersphere after projecting some semblance 
of self-confidence into it. 
Girls who feel confident about who they are 
and want to express that still feel the need to 
periodically temper that self-confidence with a 
heavy-handed sprinkling of self-doubt. And I’m 
here to tell you, @SexyGoddessWhoever, that I 
love your Twitter handle. And I’m sure I would 
love you, too. 
And maybe we should all try a little harder 
to show each other some love this week, on 
Twitter or in real life because — while we may 
not all agree on how much makeup is appro-
priate and whether or not it’s kosher to wear 
yoga pants to meet your boyfriend’s mom 
— we can all agree that being a girl is hard. 
This one goes out to all my ladies who felt 
the need to say something bad about them-
selves today because they might have acciden-
tally let slip that they think their hair doesn’t 
look awful. 
You’re totally fabulous. And the next time 
you hear someone put his/herself down, do 
me a favor and don’t say anything to encour-
age them, just go rant about it on Twitter. 
Letters should be limited to 400 
words. All letters may be shortened, 
or rejected for reasons of good 
taste, redundancy or volume of sim-
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Letters must be topic oriented. They 
may not be directed toward any 
individuals. Any letter directed to a 
specific individual may be edited or 
not printed.
No anonymous letters will be pub-
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and include a phone number or 
email address, as well as a student 
identification number (none of which 
is published).
Letters representing groups — or 
more than one individual — must 
have a singular representative clear-
ly stated, with all necessary identifi-
cation information. 
Writers must wait 21 days before 
submitting successive letters -- no 
exceptions.
The Statesman editors reserve the 
right to not print every letter to the 
editor. But all letters will be pub-
lished online.
 
Letters can be hand delivered or 
mailed to The Statesman the TSC, 
Room 311,or can be emailed to 
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or 
click www.utahstatesman.com for 
more letter guidlines and a box to 
submit letters. 
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Cache Valley: 
Mail-in 
ballots only 
Where’s the 
Vegetarian food? 
PHOTO BY Ethan Babcock
Delicious food is being sold on-campus. 
Stop being so 
harsh on the 
football team
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B A C K B U R N E R
DOING WHAT WE SAY SINCE 1935.  
      SEE FOR YOURSELF.
schneiderjobs.com
schneiderowneroperators.com
800-44-PRIDE  |  800-28-LEASE
Opportunities available in this division
VAN TRUCKLOAD  |  DEDICATED
Team and Solo  |  Regional and Over-the-Road
SIGN-ON BONUSES — UP TO $7,500 —  
AVAILABLE IN YOUR AREA!
COMPANY DRIVER BENEFITS 
$6,000 tuition reimbursement  |  Paid orientation and ongoing training 
Medical, dental and vision insurance and 401(k) plan
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T H E  B O A R D
FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
STATESMAN@USU.EDU
435.797.1775
Connect 
members of 
the Aggie 
community 
and provide a 
voice for all 
through 
impactful, 
relevant and 
diverse 
multimedia 
coverage.
MISSION STATEMENT
Lung Cancer? 60 or Older? If So, You and 
Your Family may Be Entitled To A Significant 
Cash Award. Call 800-778-4167 To Learn 
More. No Risk, No Money Out of Pocket
Safe Step Walk-In Tub Alert for Seniors. 
Bathroom falls can be fatal. Approved by 
Arthritis Foundation. Therapeutic Jets. Less 
Than 4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip 
Floors. American Made. Installation Included. 
Call 800-682-1403 for $750 Off.
Life Alert. 24/7. One press of a button sends 
help FAST! Medical, Fire, Burglar. Even if 
you can?t reach a phone! FREE Brochure. 
CALL 800-831-5787
PERSONALS
Meet singles right now! No paid operators, 
just real people like you. Browse greetings, 
exchange messages and connect live. Try it 
free. Call now: 800-359-2796
AUTOMOTIVE
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT TO 
HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day 
Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All 
Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800-360-
4120
Paying too much for SR-22 or similar high-
risk car insurance? Call NOW to see how we 
could save you money TODAY 1-800-410-
0130
Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the 
humane thing. Donate it to the Humane 
Society. Call 1- 800-849-1593
BUILDING MATERIAL
METAL ROOF/WALL Panels, Pre-engineered 
Metal Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting coil 
are at a 4 year low. You get the savings. 17 
Colors prime material, cut to your exact 
length. CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS 
ELECTRONICS
Spectrum Triple Play TV, Internet & Voice 
for $29.99 ea. 60 MB per second speed No 
contract or commitment. We buy your existing 
contract up to $500! 1-800-608-3361
DISH Network - NEW FLEX PACK- Se-
lect the Channels You Want. FREE Installa-
tion. FREE Streaming. $39.99/24 months. 
ADD Internet for $14.95 a month. CALL 
1-800-611-1081
HEALTH & NUTRITION
Chronic Pain? Back or joint pain, arthritis? 
Recent Medicare/health coverage changes 
may benefit you! Products are little to NO 
COST, if qualified. FREE Shipping. Accredit-
ed Pain Specialists. CALL 1- 800-741-7579
Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain? 
Get a pain-relieving brace at little or NO cost 
to you. Medicare Patients Call Health Hotline 
Now! 1- 800-914-8849
Xarelto users have you had complications due 
to internal bleeding (after January 2012)? If 
so, you MAY be due financial compensation. 
If you don’t have an attorney, CALL Injury-
fone today! 1-800-281-4236
MISCELLANEOUS
Drive with Uber. No experience is required, 
but you’ll need a Smartphone. It’s fun and 
easy. For more information, call: 1-800-939-
8254
ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered-to-the-
door Omaha Steaks! SAVE 77% PLUS 4 FREE 
Kielbasa Sausages Order The Family Gourmet 
Feast - ONLY $49.99. 1-800-298-5998 mention 
offer 40332ZTN or www.OmahaSteaks.com/
good13
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
SERVICES OFFERED
CACHE VALLEY’S ONLY 24/7 
MASSAGE SPA. If you like massages 
you’ll LOVE us! Take a break from back 
pain, sports injury, lack of sleep or stress. 
25+ massage stations. Staffed Mon-Sat 
10am-8pm. Walk-ins welcomed. $59.95 
per month membership gives you 
UNLIMITED SESSIONS. First visit always 
FREE. USU Discounts. PositiveVybz.com. 
550 E 1400 N Suite X&Y, Logan, UT. Call 
us at (435) 535-3565.
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This Thanksgiving!
You can give a delicious Thanksgiving
dinner to a Hungry and Homeless 
person for Only $1.98!
Salt Lake City Mission a trusted service provider for over 
22 years will serve delicious ham or turkey and dressing, 
mashed potatoes with gravy, vegetables, roll, big piece 
of pie and drink. Your gift will also provide help, clean 
clothes, hygiene kits, life skills, education, assistance 
counseling and so much more to the needy. This year we 
expect to serve over 50,000 meals this Holiday Season!
o$19.80 provides 10 delicious Christmas dinners
o$27.72 provides 14 delicious Christmas dinners
o$55.44 provides 28 delicious Christmas dinners
o$108.90 provides 55 delicious Christmas dinners
o$198.00 provides 100 delicious Christmas dinners
o$542.52 provides 274 delicious Christmas dinners
o$1,083.06 provides  547  delicious Christmas dinners
o$5,000 or my best gift of Other $_________________
oPlease bill my credit card monthly for the above amount
Name_____________________________________
Address____________________________________
City/State/Zip______________________________
If Credit Card, #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Exp. Date: _______ Signed:______________________
Donate Online: www.saltlakecitymission.org
A good meal is often the first step to a new life!
You will receive a tax-deductible receipt.
Please mail your gift today!
Salt Lake City Mission
PO Box 142, SLC, UT 84110-0142
Donate By Phone 801-355-6310
“Providing real change not just spare change since 1993”
Costs are approximate, include operation 
expenses and may be used for programs to 
help the homeless throughout the year. 
We never sell your name. 
Not Affiliated with The Rescue Mission of Salt Lake
@UtahStatesman
@UtahStatesman
/UtahStatesman
Follow us on:
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ADD YOUR EVENT AT USUSTATESMAN.COM/EVENTS
C C A L E N D A R  |  O C T O B E R  1 7 - 2 0
MONDAY, OCTOBER 17
Let’s Murder Marsha
Heritage Theatre 
$10-$12, 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20
Cache Valley Toastmasters 
Meeting 
Room 248A of the Nutrition and 
Food Science Building 
Free, 6:30 p.m. 
DUP Museum 
Cache DUP Museum  
Free, 2 p.m. 
Pumpkin Walk 
Elk Ridge Park 
Free, 9 a.m. 
Halloween Magic 
Brigham City Fine Arts Center
$2, 1 p.m.  
Utah Plein Air 2016 
Exhibition 
Brigham City Museum 
Free, 11 a.m. 
iPad Class
North Logan City Library  
Free, 2 p.m. 
Pay It Forward 
Brigham City Fine Arts Center 
Free, 3:45 p.m. 
Drive Electric Northern 
Utah Community Worshop
Logan City Hall 
Free, 5:30 p.m. 
Lighting the Fire: Ceramics 
Education in the American 
West 
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art
Free, 7 p.m. 
International Education 
Week 
USU Taggart Student Center 
Free, 7 p.m. 
Haunted Slopes 
Cherry Peak Ski Resort 
$8-$15, 7:30 p.m. 
Utah Plein Air 2016 
Exhibition 
Brigham City Museum 
Free, 11 a.m. 
Varsity Hockey Game
George S. Eccles Ice Center 
Free, 7:30 p.m.  
Diamonds and Demons: 
Murder Mystery Dessert 
Theatre 
Church Street Events Center
$20, 7 p.m. 
Olate Dogs 
The Ellen Eccles Theatre 
$32, 7:30 p.m. 
         The President invites nominations
                  for the 23rd Annual
USU DIVERSITY AWARDS
Award recipients will be announced 
and will receive recognition by President Albrecht at an
appropriate forum during the academic year
Award Categories: Award Criteria:
One individual or organization 1.  Models behavior that promotes diversity. 
from each of the following  2.  Nourishes acceptance of individual differences.
categories will be recognized for    3.  Strives to enhance academic, employment, 
furthering the principles and       or community relations among people who 
values of affirmative action, equal  are different.
opportunity, and diversity: 4.  Integrates diversity concepts and values into
 academic curriculum, management 
• Student    functions, or community service.
• Faculty 5.  Develops methods for increasing and  
• Administrator valuing diversity among students, faculty,
• Staff     staff, or local businesses/associations.
• Community Member 6.  Maximizes opportunities to achieve diversity.
7.  Has not received the award in the past 5 years.
          http://aaeo.usu.edu/files/uploads/Past_Recipients_5yr.pdf
Nomination Guidelines:
• Write a nomination letter (recommended not more than 2 pages) addressing the six 
criteria stated above.  Please include contact information for both nominator and nominee.
• Nomination letter must be received by 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 2, 2016, by
letter, fax, e-mail or in person.
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Office
Utah State University
1475 Old Main Hill
Old Main, Room 161 
Logan, UT   84322-1475
Telephone: (435) 797-1266
Fax: (435) 797-0291
Email: [carolyn.baker@usu.edu]
This call for nominations is available in large print, audio, and braille format upon request.
Please contact the AA/EO Office at 797-1266 for further information.
SPORTS GET IT DAILY ATUSUSTATESMAN.COM
